
Hi Friends,

How are you feeling these days?
I was thinking about you and wondering how you are processing all the
sadness and trauma we are witnessing in our world today.
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What I have learned through processing my Emotions and walking
intimately with my shadow, and the shadow of the collective is that all must
be embraced, being willing to look at what is there and bring our love too it.

Not to ignore it, or be in resistance to what is. But hold a compassionate
space without judgment for healing. 

What I have learned is Grieving is the most powerful healing modality.
Feeling to heal the imbalance and being at one with the energy is what God'
does, is what love does and is who we are. There is no separation.
That has been the illusion. 

It takes much presence to deal with all this pain; to deal with the many
injustices that we have lived with for far too long. I am sorry that we
lost George Floyd. At the same time, I am grateful that we are now forced
to feel, to heal, and to take a look at the deep-seated racism that still keeps us
divided as a human race. 

I am grateful that we WILL NOT tolerate people being murdered in broad
daylight by the people that are supposed to be protecting us. I am grateful
that we are looking at ending the violence that keeps us in pain. 

We, as a society, have much to make right. We need to be asking the
Black race for forgiveness. THIS needs to be the conversation.

I was raised in an inter-racial household back in the '60s in Germany.
When I was a child, I could not understand why my friends from school were
not allowed to play with me due to my Mother's boyfriend being a Black man. I
am so glad my mother raised me to love all people, despite their skin
color or their sexual preference.

We moved to the United States in 1978. I was 13 years old and I remember
thinking, "Oh good, we are going to America where black people are from.
At least, I won't be called names anymore." Ahhh! That is when I got a very



rude awakening! It was when I realized racism was far worse here in
America than it was in Germany. 

And that this is a root-core cancer; another pandemic called Racism that
we now see & feel. We know that we are not able to heal whatever ails us
when we do not even acknowledge these things. 

Each of us has a natural vaccine for it already; right inside of us...
IT'S CALLED LOVE!!

As for George Floyd, may you Rest in Peace, Dear Love...
May our planet in this year of 2020 see the beginning of the end to both
racism and violence.

How are you doing? I would love to hear from you.  
Please feel free to share with me via email ~ chooseahappylife@live.com
Or contact me on social media

Lots of Love,
Kornelia

Take a look at this
One Minute Video

and check
your privilege.

Really brings it home.

And here for some Good News. 10 min- Stories
to inspire you that when life appears you just

can’t go on, You absolutely can and you
will triumph through it.
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Struggles, Failures, and Wins. Now more than ever before, we need stories
that inspire hope. The stories you tell to your children and grandchildren, your
neighbors, and your customers are stories of how your life experience
mattered. Telling stories brings people together. In this episode, our desire is to
inspire the listener that all life experiences, struggles, failures, the pains of our
past, have victories, and many times happy endings. No matter what you are
facing in your life, sharing your stories will help others heal, it will inspire us to
keep going, and find creative ways to make life living a joyous story to tell with
many chapters of triumph.

Tune into Part 1 of this series right
here...
Stories you will hear in this episode are
about...

Life After Suicide with Kornelia
Stephanie
Getting Scared Back To Life with
Constance Funk
Overcoming Adversity to Heal with
Mind, Body Potential with Danielle
Aitken
"It's going to be alright!" Starting a
New Life in a New Country and the
Obstacles that Came along with it.
with Christelle Biiga
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Listen HERE Watch HERE

Tune into Part 2 of this series right
here...
Stories you will hear in this episode are
about...

Life after 50 and Divorce with Karen
Theimer
Hope in the darkness series:
Memoirs of an invisible child with
Kelly Walk Hines
How to live after loosing a child with
Kristina Risinger
How to live adjust and listen with a
special needs child with Ashley
Hotsinpiller

Listen HERE Watch HERE

“Time to Manifest Summit"

I was recently interviewed on 
“Time to Manifest Summit"

Explore how your beliefs, childhood
experiences, and destructive habits
could be holding you back from living
a life that you want

I said things that I haven’t anywhere
else. Watch my interview when you
register.

Register HERE for FREE

Then Subscribe, Like, and Share to My YouTube Channel Right HERE
so that you never miss any of our life enriching content!

P.S. We love it when you make comments under the videos.
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